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Abstract CdCl2 treatment is a crucial step in development

of CdS/CdTe solar cells. Although this processing step has

been used over a period of three decades, full under-

standing is not yet achieved. This paper reports the

experimental evidence for improvement of composition of

CdTe layers during CdCl2 treatment. This investigation

makes use of four selected analytical techniques; Photo-

electro-chemical (PEC) cell, X-ray diffraction (XRD),

Raman spectroscopy and Scanning electron microscopy

(SEM). CdTe layers used were electroplated using three Cd

precursors; CdSO4, Cd(NO3)2 and CdCl2. Results show the

improvement of stoichiometry of CdTe layers during

CdCl2 treatment through chemical reaction between Cd

from CdCl2 and elemental Te that usually precipitate dur-

ing CdTe growth, due to its natural behaviour. XRD and

SEM results show that the low-temperature (*85 �C)

electroplated CdTe layers consist of *(20–60) nm size

crystallites, but after CdCl2 treatment, the layers show

drastic recrystallisation with grains becoming a few

microns in size. These CdCl2 treated layers are then

comparable to high temperature grown CdTe layers by the

size of grains.

1 Introduction

Cadmium telluride (CdTe) based solar cell development

work is moving forward rapidly having achieved 21.5 %

conversion efficiency to date, for lab-scale small devices

[1]. There are more than fourteen different materials

growth techniques used for CdTe [2] in the literature, but to

achieve devices with high efficiencies, exposure to CdCl2
and heat treatment is an essential processing step. Recent

review [3] on this processing step identified several key

areas requiring deep investigation in order to fully under-

stand this crucial step, and hence further increase the

conversion efficiency.

The reports in the field usually discuss about re-crys-

tallisation, grain growth, morphology changes, passivation

of grain boundaries etc. but to produce a high efficiency

device, material should reach high electronic quality in

every aspect. Therefore, the changes in electrical conduc-

tivity, doping concentration, removal of defects, and

improvements in material composition etc. should be

thoroughly investigated in order to achieve deep under-

standing of this process. As an effort towards this aim, we

have carried out ultra-violet photo-electron emission

spectroscopy (UPS) work [4] in order to determine the

position of Fermi level of the top CdTe surface, and hence

gain indirect information about the material’s electrical

conductivity and doping concentration. We have also car-

ried out comprehensive photoluminescence (PL) work [5]

on CdTe layers in order to examine the defects present and

help in minimisation and removal during processing steps.

In a previous publication by Basol [6], there is a suggestion

of elimination of any excess Te through reaction with

CdCl2 as a possible mechanism. A more recent report by

Ricárdez-Jiménez et al. [7] also present some experimental

results indicating the improvement of stoichiometry of
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CdTe layer during CdCl2 treatment. The experimental

evidence presented in this paper concentrates on the com-

position improvements of CdTe layers, using X-ray

diffraction (XRD) and Raman spectroscopy, on three dif-

ferent CdTe material layers electroplated from CdSO4,

Cd(NO3)2 and CdCl2 precursors. SEM results are also

included in order to examine the recrystallisation and grain

growth during this processing step.

2 Experimental details

2.1 Experimental techniques used

In order to grow required materials for this investigation,

previous knowledge on electroplating of CdTe was used.

Therefore, the photoelectrochemical (PEC) cell work is

summarised here in order to grow required materials for

this work. XRD, Raman and SEM techniques have been

selected for characterisation of the CdTe layers.

2.1.1 Photo-electrochemical cell studies

Photoelectrochemical cell work was used to determine

the electrical conductivity of CdTe layers grown on

glass/transparent conducting oxide layer (FTO–Fluorine

doped tin oxide). Conventional Hall effect measurements

cannot be carried out due to the conducting layer

underneath. The glass/FTO/CdTe substrates were

immersed in a suitable electrolyte such as Na2S2O3

solution and the open circuit voltage of the CdTe/elec-

trolyte junction was measured as the PEC signal with

respect to a carbon electrode immersed in the same

electrolyte. The system was calibrated with a known

semiconductor like CdS and then the sign of PEC signal

was used to determine the electrical conductivity type. In

this system, positive PEC signal represents a p-type

semiconducting layer.

2.1.2 X-ray diffraction studies

X-ray diffraction (XRD) studies were carried out using

Philips X’pert pro-diffractometer with a Cu-Ka excitation

wavelength of 1.541 Å. Diffraction patterns were recor-

ded in the 2h range of 208 to 708 for each layer. These

patterns were used to identify the crystal structures,

crystal phases present and lattice planes for the observed

diffraction peaks from atomic planes of deposited thin

films. In this work, XRD analysis were limited only to

recognition of phases present in these layers. Other

detailed analyses have been reported in previous publi-

cations [8–11].

2.1.3 Raman studies

Raman studies were carried out with a Renishaw Raman

microscope with a CCD detector and 514 nm argon ion

laser source. It is used to identify the various vibrational

modes of the molecules in the material by shining the laser

beam of light onto the CdTe thin films. Raman spec-

troscopy is an alternative method to identify material

phases and determine the degree of crystallinity of the thin

films and Raman spectra are generally applied as finger-

prints for identifying material phases. This fast technique is

also suitable for quality control of materials grown in a

production line. Again, the analyses were limited only to

identifying the phases present in these material layers.

2.1.4 Scanning electron microscopy studies

SEM studies were carried out using FEI Nova NanoSEM

200. This system offers high resolutions of up to 1 nm in

high vacuum mode with an accelerating voltage of up to

30 kV. SEM is a type of electron microscopy that produces

images of a sample by scanning it with a focused beam of

electrons with the magnifications of up to 1,000,000 and

ultimate resolution of 1 nm. It can provide information on

surface topography, grain structure and grain size of the

sample. In this work, SEM measurement was used to study

the microstructure and grain size of CdTe thin films.

2.2 Details of materials used

For all research carried out in this work, electroplated

CdTe layers were used. The latest information on elec-

trodeposition of CdTe and their properties are presented in

our recent publications [8–11]. CdTe material easily exists

in both n- and p- type electrical conduction [12], and this

has also been reported for electrodeposited CdTe in the

literature [13, 14]. The comprehensive research programme

at Sheffield Hallam University has shown that CdTe can be

easily grown with p-type and n-type electrical conductivity

[8–10]. As the composition changes from Te-richness to

Cd-richness at parts per million (ppm) level, electrical

conduction type changes from p-type to n-type.

Figure 1 shows typical change of electrical conduction

type as a function of growth voltage for CdTe deposited

from CdSO4 precursor. The electrical conductivity type

changes from p-type to n-type by varying the composition,

depending on the electrodeposition voltage. In between,

there exists an inversion growth voltage (Vi), where the

material shows Cd:Te = 50:50 stoichiometry in un-doped

electrolyte situation. Out of the two semiconductor ele-

ments (Cd and Te), Te deposits easily at lower cathodic

voltages than Cd due to the difference in redox potential

values (E� = ?0.530 V for Te and E� = -0.403 V for
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Cd) [15]. Therefore, the layers grown below Vi are rich in

Te and p-type, and those grown above Vi are rich in Cd and

n-type in electrical conduction. Although this control exits

for as-grown CdTe layers, heat treatment in the presence of

CdCl2 introduces an un-known step in device processing.

Therefore, in order to investigate composition changes,

purposely prepared Te-rich, CdTe layers from three dif-

ferent Cd precursors were used in this work. The details of

the material layers used are summarised in Table 1.

Electrical conductivity change of CdTe is clearly

observed experimentally for electroplated CdTe. In a

similar way, these changes could occur during any material

growth technique by slight variation of stoichiometry.

Cd:Te ratio can easily change during growth, depending on

conditions such as source and substrate temperatures.

Te-rich CdTe layers under three different processing

conditions were used in this investigation; as-grown CdTe

layers, heat treated CdTe layers in atmospheric conditions

and CdCl2 treated CdTe layers. CdTe layers were grown in

the vicinity of the inversion growth voltage (Vi) to keep the

crystallinity of the material high. However, to examine

how the stoichiometry changes after the heat treatment in

air and CdCl2 treatment, material layers were grown on Te-

rich side in order to purposely change the composition.

Heat treatment in air was carried out at *400 �C for

15 min in atmospheric condition. For CdCl2 treatment, the

as-deposited layers were dipped in a 10 % aqueous CdCl2
solution, dried in air and heat treated at *400 �C for

15 min in air. In all cases, oxygen is present due to growth

in aqueous media and heating in atmospheric condition.

These three types of layers grown using three different

precursors were examined using XRD and Raman for

detecting composition changes under above processing

conditions. SEM studies were carried out in order to

examine grain sizes and morphology changes during these

processing steps. Conclusions made in this work are mainly

based on qualitative rather than quantitative analysis.

3 Experimental results

3.1 XRD results for CdTe grown from CdSO4

precursor

X-ray diffraction patterns obtained under identical condi-

tions for as-deposited, heat-treated in air and CdCl2-trea-

ted, Te-rich CdTe layers grown from CdSO4 precursor are

shown in Fig. 2. For comparison and ease of analysis, an

XRD pattern of the substrate, glass/FTO has also been

included.

As-deposited layers with the Te-richness show the

presence of cubic CdTe phase, observed by reflections

from (111), (220) and (311) crystal planes. Additional

XRD peaks corresponding to elemental hexagonal Te, are

shown by the peaks (101), (102) and (110) as indicated in

Fig. 2a showing the existence of the second phase. As

expected, the layers grown on the Te-rich side are non-

stoichiometric and consist of the two main phases cubic

CdTe and hexagonal elemental Te. The existence of Te is

in the crystalline form, and may be present as small pre-

cipitates embedded in the layer or as a surface layer on the

deposited material. XRD cannot distinguish the difference

between these two, and cannot detect amorphous Te

phases.

Heat treatment in air increases the sharpness of both

CdTe and Te peaks as shown in Fig. 2b. This is mainly due

to re-crystallisation of both phases due to effect of heat

energy. Te peaks are enhanced more dramatically showing
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Fig. 1 Typical photoelectrochemical (PEC) cell results showing the

variation of electrical conduction type of electroplated CdTe from

CdSO4 precursor. Positive and negative PEC signals indicate p-type

and n-type materials respectively while zero PEC value indicates

i-type material grown at growth voltage of Vi

Table 1 Summary of growth conditions applied for electroplated CdTe layers used in this investigation

Material used Growth details Reference

CdTe grown from CdSO4 pre-cursor 1.0 M CdSO4, Low level of TeO2, pH = 2.00,

Temp. = 85 �C, 2-electrode system, Te-rich CdTe

[9]

CdTe grown from Cd(NO3)2 precursor 1.0 M Cd(NO3)2, Low level of TeO2, pH = 2.00,

Temp. = 85 �C, 2-electrode system, Te-rich CdTe

[10]

CdTe grown from CdCl2 pre-cursor 1.0 M CdCl2, Low level of TeO2, pH = 2.00,

Temp. = 65 �C, 3-electrode system, Te-rich CdTe

[11]
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re-crystallisation of poly-crystalline and any amorphous Te

present in the material layer. CdxTeOy peak and Te-oxide

peaks show the oxidation of the surface layer and incor-

poration of oxygen in the material on the surface, as

expected under these processing conditions.

After heat treatment in the presence of CdCl2 on the

surface, all the elemental Te related XRD peaks have

disappeared (see Fig. 2c). The three dominant peaks

observed are mainly due to improved poly-crystalline

CdTe. This shows that CdCl2 treatment removes excess Te

phase from the layer and makes the CdTe layer more sto-

ichiometric and better crystalline. This could happen due to

two mechanisms. The most plausible one is the reaction

between Cd from CdCl2 and elemental Te in the layer to

form CdTe. The second mechanism could be the subli-

mation of excess Te and oxidised Te compounds during

heat treatment. XRD peaks arising from CdO2, Te2O5 and

CdxTeOy show the residue of native oxides and other

compounds left on the surface after this treatment. These

peaks are expected when CdTe layers with CdCl2 are heat

treated in atmospheric conditions in the presence of oxy-

gen. The results above therefore confirm the improvement

of stoichiometry and reaching Cd-richness in CdTe layer

during CdCl2 treatment.

3.2 XRD results for CdTe grown from Cd(NO3)2
precursor

Similar experimental results obtained for Te-rich CdTe

layers grown using Cd(NO3)2 precursor are shown in

Fig. 3. It is clear that excess Te is present in the as-de-

posited CdTe layer due to growth on Te-rich side of Vi.

Heat treatment in air improves Te peak intensities indi-

cating crystallisation of Te and CdCl2 treatment drastically

reduces this phase. The presence of CdxTeOy layer on the

heat treated surface is clear due to natural oxidation during

heating in air.

3.3 XRD results for CdTe grown from CdCl2
precursor

Figure 4 shows similar experimental results obtained for

Te-rich CdTe layers electroplated from CdCl2 precursor.

As observed in the above two cases, Te and CdTe crys-

tallisation takes place during heat treatment in air forming

CdxTeOy and Te-oxides in the film. CdCl2 treatment,

clearly removes excess Te and Te-compounds from the

layer through the chemical reaction with Cd from CdCl2
and sublimation during heat treatment. Crystallinity of

CdTe has dramatically improved after CdCl2 treatment.

From these experiments, it is clear that the improvement

of stoichiometry of CdTe layer due to CdCl2 treatment

takes place during this crucial processing step. In this work,

purposely grown Te-rich CdTe layers were used to observe

chemical and phase changes. However, during device

optimisation process, Te-richness even at ppm level affects

the doping concentration and hence the device performance

[Fig. 19 in Reference 8]. Those changes at ppm level

cannot be observed using analytical techniques such as

XRD and Raman spectroscopy. This is the main reason to

use purposely grown Te-rich CdTe layers for this investi-

gation. Our previous work on UPS [4] however enables us

to detect the position of Fermi level in the bandgap, and

hence obtain indirect information on changes in doping

concentrations. The photoluminescence work presented in

ref. 5, clearly shows the removal of defects during CdCl2
treatment.
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CdTe layers grown from CdSO4

precursor. The XRD pattern

obtained for glass/FTO is also

included to identify peaks

arising from FTO layer
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4 Raman spectroscopy results

4.1 Raman results for CdTe grown from CdSO4

precursor

Raman results for as-deposited, heat treated in air and

CdCl2 treated CdTe layers grown using CdSO4 precursor

are shown in Fig. 5. The two peaks at 165 and 329 cm-1

correspond to CdTe vibrations. The peaks at 121 and

260 cm-1 arise due to vibrations from elemental Te,

indicating the existence of two phases, CdTe and elemental

Te in the electrodeposited layers under investigation. The

Raman peak observed at *140 cm-1 is a combination of

TO (CdTe) and elemental Te [E(Te)]. Therefore, this peak

cannot be taken as a guide to observe any stoichiometric

changes in the layers. The following discussion therefore,

avoids this particular peak due to this overlap.

Heat treatment in air clearly enhances the LO(CdTe)

vibrations indicating crystallisation of CdTe and shows the

existence of Te phase. After the layer has been CdCl2
treated, peak corresponding to 121 cm-1 has been com-

pletely removed and CdTe related vibrations have drasti-

cally improved. This confirms the results observed from

XRD; the reduction of elemental Te from the layer after

CdCl2 treatment, and improvement of the crystallinity of

CdTe.

4.2 Raman results for CdTe grown from Cd(NO3)2
precursor

Figure 6 shows similar results obtained for Te-rich CdTe

layers grown from Cd(NO3)2 precursor. The presence of Te

in as-deposited CdTe layers and the removal of Te after

CdCl2 treatment are clear from these results.
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4.3 Raman results for CdTe grown from CdCl2
precursor

Figure 7 presents the Raman results obtained for Te-rich

CdTe layers grown using CdCl2 precursor. The existence of

elemental Te in the as-deposited CdTe and removal of Te

during CdCl2 treatment is very clear. Because of the rapid

data acquisition in Raman spectroscopy, these spectra can be

used as finger prints to identify the nature of CdTe layers

grown in a manufacturing line. This can therefore be used as

a quality control method in a large scale production line.

Large number of experimental results from the literature

and overall results from our group shows that the devices

made out of as-deposited layers are comparatively poor,

producing *0–4 % efficient devices. These materials are

rich in Te, p-type in electrical conduction and full of

defects [5], and contain small grains with poor crystallinity.

However, when the layers are CdCl2 treated before device

fabrication, efficiency increases into mid-teens. This is due

to the combination of many reasons; recrystallization and

formation of larger grains, defect removal and becoming

closer to stoichiometry. From our experimental work (not

presented in this paper), we observe that excess Te inclu-

sion in ppm levels in the layers are detrimental and should

be avoided in device quality materials. Cd-richness in the

material always produces better performing devices. The

experimental evidence presented in this work demonstrated

the removal of excess Te from the layer causing drastic

change in composition and hence the doping concentration

in the material.

Fig. 5 Raman spectra of CdTe

layers electroplated from

CdSO4 precursor for as-

deposited, heat treated in air and

CdCl2 treated layers. Note the

reduction of Te peak at

121 cm-1 after CdCl2
treatment, and the enhancement

of CdTe related peaks
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5 Scanning electron microscopy studies

Scanning electron microscopy studies were carried out on

all three types of CdTe layers after three processing con-

ditions, in order to explore grain growth and changes in

surface morphology. Figure 8 summarises the complete

results set for material surfaces studied in this project.

It is clear from the SEM images that as-deposited

layers grown at *85 �C consists of small crystallites

(grains) in the range of *(20–60) nm. The grain size

depends on the growth conditions and precursor used, and

largest grains are produced when grown using CdCl2
precursor. It is also worth noting the morphology differ-

ence in these layers. In the case of sulphate and nitrate

precursors, the crystallites form large agglomerations

(clusters), but in the case of chloride precursor, crystal-

lites remain as individual grains.

Heat treatment in atmospheric condition enhances the

grain growth. However, exposure to high temperatures for

a long period of time causes formation of larger grains but

loss of materials are observed [10, 11]. This causes

columnar growth and open up gaps or pinholes at grain

boundaries, creating detrimental effects for devices.

CdCl2 treatment with optimised temperature and heat

treatment duration shows drastic grain growths producing

grain sizes up to *5 microns. These material layers show

well connected grains and comparable to CdTe grown by

high temperature techniques such as closed space subli-

mation method. Over heat treatment due to high tempera-

ture or lengthy durations causes loss of material and

columnar growth, thereby resulting to opening up of pin-

holes at grain boundaries. These pinholes are detrimental in

device performance due to electrically shorting of devices.

This effect is more dramatic when the CdTe layers are thin

in the range of 1.0–2.0 microns.

6 Discussion

The work presented in this paper shows that CdCl2 treat-

ment carried out on CdTe layers tend to remove any excess

Te from the layer and make the CdTe material more stoi-

chiometric. This certainly helps in increasing the crys-

tallinity of CdTe since there is only one phase in the layer.

Presence of CdCl2 on the surface also prevents material

losses through sublimation. This treatment clearly converts

Te-rich CdTe layers into stoichiometric CdTe, more suit-

able for device fabrication.

This observation is consistent with our overall obser-

vations in CdTe solar cell devices [8–11]. When the as-

grown material is rich in Te and p-type in electrical con-

duction, the devices produced are weak in performance

[16]. However, when the material reaches stoichiometry

and just enters the Cd-richness in ppm level, the solar cell

device performance improves and the efficiency reaches

their highest values. The work by Jaegermann’s group [17]

reporting better devices on CSS grown CdTe, when Fermi

level just moves into the upper half of the bandgap (n-type

region) is a good example. When material enters into deep

Cd-richness, the crystallinity suffers again due to presence

of two phases and device performance goes down. Current

understanding is that the material should be very close to

stoichiometry, on Cd-rich side and n-type in electrical

conductivity in order to achieve high performing devices.

It is interesting to re-visit the photoluminescence work

and Schottky barrier contact work carried out on single

Fig. 7 Raman spectra of CdTe

layers grown from CdCl2
precursor for as-deposited, heat

treated in air and CdCl2 treated

layers. Note the reduction of Te

peak at 121 cm-1
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crystal CdTe wafers [18, 19]. When the wafer is etched so

that the surface is rich in Te, the defect levels in the mid-

gap and the upper half of the bandgap are more dominant.

The metal contacts fabricated on these surfaces show low

Schottky barriers [19–21]. On the other hand, when the

surfaces are etched to produce Cd-rich layers, defect levels

in the upper half of the bandgap and in the mid-gap dis-

appear, and defects in the lower half of the band gap closer

to the valence band become dominant. The metal contacts

on these surfaces make excellent Schottky diodes with high

potential barriers close to *1.20 eV. It appears that all

these results become consistent with the results reported

recently on PL studies on thin film CdTe [4].

In the c- and X-ray detectors research work based on

insulating and semi-insulating CdTe, it is well known that

Te precipitation is common in CdTe material, irrespective

of the growth technique [22–26]. It is also known that

treatment similar to CdCl2, removes these precipitated Te

[27]. Therefore, in PV development with CdTe thin films,

Te precipitation occurs during growth of CdTe due to

natural behaviour of Te even at ppm level, un-detected by

many analytical techniques. Therefore, the electronic

quality of Te-rich CdTe layers suffers drastically. CdCl2
treatment removes this excess Te, improves stoichiometry

of the material, converts CdTe layer into Cd-richness in

ppm level and the electronic properties improve drastically.

This gives rise to high efficiency of CdS/CdTe solar cells

after CdCl2 treatment.

SEM studies show that CdTe layers electroplated at low

temperatures (*85 �C) have smaller grains in the range

*(20–60) nm. However, the CdCl2 treatment produces

drastic grain growths forming columns across the thin

Fig. 8 SEM images of electroplated CdTe layers from a CdSO4, b Cd(NO3)2 and c CdCl2 precursors, under (i) as-deposited, (ii) air annealed and

(iii) CdCl2 treated processing conditions
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films, showing a few microns size in diameter. These grain

sizes are comparable to the CdTe grains produced by high

temperature growth techniques like closed space

sublimation.

7 Conclusions

The results reported in this paper using three different

kinds of CdTe layers deposited from sulphate, nitrate and

chloride precursors are consistent and reproducible. Results

show that heat treatment of CdTe thin films in the presence

of CdCl2 tends to remove any elemental Te in the deposited

layer making the CdTe layer more stoichiometric. In

addition, the morphology of the material layers grown at

low temperatures of *85 �C, change drastically after

CdCl2 treatment. Small grains of the size *(20–60) nm

increase up to few microns size, comparable with other

CdTe layers grown by high temperature growth methods

such as closed space sublimation technique. As a result of

this treatment, CdTe layer becomes stoichiometric, more

crystalline, close to Cd-richness and therefore help in

producing high efficiency solar cell devices. This work

highlights that the detrimental effect of Te-richness in

CdTe layers and requirements of stoichiometric and

slightly Cd-rich CdTe layers for development of high

efficiency solar cells.
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